Chicago Quarter Learning Outcomes

(LSC, May 13, 2019; FC, Oct. 2, 2019)

Students who successfully complete the Chicago Quarter will be able to:

1. integrate, in writing, the academic content with student experiences engaging with Chicago;
2. articulate the connection between course content and DePaul University’s mission; and
3. use Chicago resources in their coursework.

Chicago Quarter Writing Requirements

(LSC, May 13, 2019; FC, Oct. 2, 2019)

Chicago Quarter classes should develop students’ rhetorical (written and oral) skills through classroom exercises and projects. Writing requirements for Chicago Quarter classes include:

1. Students are required to write at least twelve (12) pages.
2. Formal writing assignments should comprise a minimum of seven (7) pages and require students to integrate the academic content with their experiences engaging with Chicago. These assignments, for example, may ask students to apply critical concepts to analyze texts or arguments related to the academic content or DePaul’s mission.
3. Writing assignments should be divided between at least two different types, e.g., journal or reflective writing, group projects, site visit reports, reading-based written responses, etc.
4. At least one (1) writing assignment (formal or informal) should require students to identify and use Chicago resources.